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Dear Ms. Guenther,
The following North Savery DEIS comments are primarily related to the Continental Divide
National Scenic Trail (CDNST) with suggestions on how the EIS and project may be improved. Scoping
comments submitted on January 22, 2016, described that, “the Forest health and public safety issues
are acute within the North Savery project area so some immediate management action is warranted.
However, vegetation management actions must not substantially interfere with the natures and
purposes of the CDNST.” The scoping comments also described CDNST planning considerations and
requirements.
What is a National Scenic Trail? The Bureau of Land Management has established policy
direction in directive MS-6280 for National Landscape Conservation Areas, including providing direction
for the proper management of National Trails. The following is the definition of a National Scenic Trail
from this directive that provides context for many of the discussions in these comments: A National
Scenic Trail is, “A continuous, long-distance trail located on the ground by the land-managing agency
along the congressionally designated route, in coordination with the trail administering agency. A
National Scenic Trail provides maximum compatible outdoor recreation opportunity and conservation
and enjoyment of the nationally significant scenic, historic, natural, and cultural resources, qualities,
values, and associated settings and the primary use or uses of the areas through which such trails may
pass… National Scenic Trails include the tread, or the trail path, and the trail setting which is included
within the National Trail Management Corridor….”

CDNST Management Corridor
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The following table discusses several sections of the DEIS and suggest ways that the DEIS and
project can be improved.
Comment Title
Chapter
Section
Reference
Reference
A. Introduction
The Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS for the Medicine Bow Landscape Vegetation Analysis project
describes that, “Mortality from the mountain pine beetle epidemic and other forest health concerns
are visible almost everywhere on the Medicine Bow-Routt National Forests… The mountain pine
beetle epidemic, other insect and diseases, changing weather conditions, and forest succession have
created hundreds of thousands of acres of tree mortality in all forest types on the Brush
Creek/Hayden and Laramie Ranger Districts. Natural regeneration is occurring, but the dead trees
increase fuel loading, put communities at risk, and threaten other values including water collection
and storage infrastructure, recreation opportunities, wildlife habitats and future timber production.” I
would add that, “Extensive road construction and fire suppression has added to a complex
management situation that must be addressed. Furthermore, amendments to the 2003 Forest Plan
have not kept pace with new information and the changed conditions on the Medicine Bow National
Forest.”
The current Plan as amended does not address new National Trail information as found E.O. 13195,
FSH 1909.12 24.43, and FSM 2353.44b. Revision is the appropriate place to address changed
conditions for designated areas and multiple-use programs and resources. Planning processes to
revise the 2003 Forest Plan should be initiated ASAP, since the intent of the NFMA is to revise the
Plan every 10 to 15 years. However, a project specific amendment may be necessary if vegetation
management proposals within the CDNST corridor are to proceed prior to revision.
The decision authority to approve actions that affect the CDNST corridor rests with a Forest
Supervisor and cannot be delegated to a District Ranger (FSM 2353.04i).
B. CDNST Planning Handbook
The CDNST Planning Handbook Attachment includes discussions that supplement and clarifies
agency planning processes:
Chapter I. Introduction............................................................................................................................ 3
Chapter II. Nature and Purposes of the CDNST ....................................................................................... 5
A. Trails for America ......................................................................................................................... 5
B. National Trails System Act ........................................................................................................... 5
D. CDNST Study Report .................................................................................................................... 6
F. Public Involvement in the Formulation of Comprehensive Plan Policy ....................................... 7
G. Nature and Purposes Policy ......................................................................................................... 9
Chapter III. Land Management Planning ................................................................................................. 9
A. Introduction ................................................................................................................................. 9
B. Publication of Rights-of-Way ..................................................................................................... 11
C. Development and Management ................................................................................................ 12
D. CDNST Comprehensive Planning ............................................................................................... 21
F. Scenery Management System and Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Relationship ................ 28
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H. Substantial Interference ............................................................................................................ 31
I. Forest Service Planning Considerations...................................................................................... 32
M. Establishing the CDNST Travel Route (1989 – 1998).................................................................. 39
Chapter V. Comprehensive Planning Relationship to NEPA .................................................................. 59
A. Relationship of NEPA to Comprehensive Planning ..................................................................... 60
B. Establishment of the Purpose and Need for Action .................................................................... 61
C. Identify Proposed Actions and a Reasonable Range of Alternatives ......................................... 62
D. Analyze the Effects of the Proposed Action and Alternatives ................................................... 64
E. New Information, Monitoring, and Modifying Decisions .......................................................... 66
Chapter VII. Glossary............................................................................................................................... 67
Comment Title

Chapter
Reference
Chapter 1

C. Law, Regulation, and Policy

Section
Reference
Page 5

DEIS: The DEIS appropriately lists the 2003 Forest Plan, as amended; 2001 Roadless Area
Conservation Rule, Travel Management Rule, CDNST Comprehensive Plan; and 2003 Healthy Forest
Restoration Act, as amended; as authorities.
Issue: Importance planning guidance should be specifically identified.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: I recommend that the FEIS also identify, discuss, and
implement the guidance in E.O. 13195, FSH 1909.12 24.43, and FSM 2353.44b.
D. Healthy Forests Restoration Act
Chapter 1
Page 10
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “The North Savery Project has been designed to use the
authorities that the Healthy Forests Restoration Act includes to improve planning processes for
hazardous fuel reduction projects on certain types of at-risk National Forest System and Bureau of
Land Management lands….”
Issue: The discussion doesn’t describe Healthy Forests Restoration Act (HFRA) implementation
limitations.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: The discussion should note that, “An authorized hazardous
fuel reduction project shall be conducted consistent with the resource management plan and other
relevant administrative policies or decisions applicable to the Federal land covered by the project (16
U.S.C. 6512(b)). Furthermore, the Secretary is not authorized to conduct a hazardous fuel reduction
project that would occur on—(1) A component of the National Wilderness Preservation System; (2)
Federal land on which the removal of vegetation is prohibited or restricted by Act of Congress or
Presidential proclamation, which includes the National Trails System Act, Section 7(c), which restricts
the removal of vegetation to only those actions that would not substantially interfere with the nature
and purposes of a National Scenic or Historic Trail.; or (3)a Wilderness Study Area (16 U.S.C.
6512(d)(2)). The EIS should articulate the difference between a congressionally designated protected
area and a designated area as related to the HFRA legislation.
E. CDNST Comprehensive Plan
Chapter 1
Page 15
DEIS Statement: The DEIS states that, “…Scenic integrity objectives are to be achieved to the degree
that they are consistent with the recreation opportunity spectrum through which the trail traverses.…
”
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Issue: This direction is not found in the Comprehensive Plan. Management direction for SemiPrimitive Motorized, Roaded Natural, Rural, and Urban ROS classes allow uses that would
substantially interfere with the nature and purposes of the CDNST if the allocation desired conditions
are realized. Where the allowed non-motorized activities reflect the purposes for which the National
Trail was established, the establishment of Primitive and Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized ROS classes
and high and very high scenic integrity allocations would normally protect the nature and purposes
(values) of the CDNST.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: Discuss in the EIS, that the Comprehensive Plan describes that
“The CDNST is a concern level 1 travel route, and the scenic integrity objective is to be high or very
high depending on the CDNST segment. The inventory will be performed as if the trail exists even in
sections where it is proposed for construction or reconstruction.” Furthermore, the Comprehensive
Plan states, “Manage the CDNST to provide high-quality scenic, primitive hiking and pack and saddle
stock opportunities. Backpacking, nature walking, day hiking, horseback riding, nature photography,
mountain climbing, cross-country skiing, and snowshoeing are compatible with the nature and
purposes of the CDNST… Use the ROS system in delineating and integrating recreation opportunities
in managing the CDNST….”
F. Continental Divide National Scenic Trail - Scenery
Chapter 1
Page 39
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “The Forest Plan includes adopted scenic integrity objectives to
achieve or maintain desired scenic condition and landscape character. The scenic integrity objectives
for most of the North Savery project area are low or moderate, consistent with the timber production
emphasis of management areas and the recreation opportunity spectrum. In the immediate
foreground of the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail, scenic integrity objectives of high and very
high have been adopted as from the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail Comprehensive Plan
when compatible with the management context of the area.”
Issue: The CDNST Comprehensive Plan does not state, “…when compatible with the management
context of the area.” Existing Forest Plan management prescriptions fail to address new information
found in the 2009 Comprehensive Plan, FSM 2353.42 and 44b, and FSH 1909.12 24.43.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: Amend or revise the Forest Plan to address National Trails
System Act requirements.
G. Continental Divide National Scenic Trail - Location
Chapter 1
Page 39
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “The current trail corridor is not regarded as the final trail
location. Ideally the trail would be located in management areas more compatible with nonmotorized
uses and that provide opportunities for recreation in a more natural-appearing environment. As the
Continental Divide National Scenic Trail is further developed, it is expected that the trail will
eventually be relocated off roads for its entire length (USDA Forest Service 2009). Decisions about the
final location of the trail are not part of the decision to be made for the North Savery Project.”
Issue: The CDNST path and corridor are recognized as being established in the existing location until
such time that a relocation is realized. The CDNST corridor should be managed to provide for
Primitive or Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized settings, while addressing inconsistency to extent
practicable. In 1997, Forest Service headquarters directed that, “As the Continental Divide National
Scenic Trail is further developed, it is expected that the trail will eventually be relocated off roads for
its entire length.”
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Recommendation to Improve the EIS: The EIS must recognize the need to plan for and manage the
existing CDNST path and corridor to provide for the nature and purposes of this National Scenic Trail
in the location where it is currently located.
H. Continental Divide National Scenic Trail - Timber
Chapter 1
Page 39
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “In the North Savery project area, the trail crosses Management
Area 5.13, which has a recreation opportunity spectrum of roaded natural and roaded modified.
Scenery along the trail is to meet the high to very high objective, which can be compatible with
management activities when scenic integrity is addressed in design of the project.”
Issue: Forest Plan desired conditions for MA 5.13 – Forest Products is incompatible and
implementation of the direction would substantially interfere with providing for the nature and
purposes of the CDNST.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: Avoid forest products and vegetation management activities
within the depict CDNST corridor until such time that the Forest Plan is amended or revised to
address the National Trails System Act as implemented through Executive Orders, the Comprehensive
Plan, and policy.
I. Purpose and Need for Action
Chapter 1
Page 59
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “The modified proposed action is intended to optimize the
intersection between actions that would address the purposes of the project, and connected actions
that are needed to minimize the adverse impacts of forest conditions and management on
watersheds, wildlife, and recreation.”
Issue: Proposed project actions, including identifying a minimum road system, cannot be achieved
without first amending or revising the Forest Plan to address the requirements of the National Trails
System Act.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: Amend the Forest Plan to address the requirements of the
National Trails System Act as implemented through Executive Order, Comprehensive Plan, and Policy.
J. Unauthorized Routes
Chapter 2
Page 77
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “Approximately 6 miles of unauthorized routes would be added
to the designated minimum road system to improve the sustainability of the permanent road
network.”
Issue: Authorizing new routes within the CDNST corridor.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: Closing and restoring all unauthorized routes that are locate
within the CDNST corridor would improve the proposed action.
K. Maintain Recreation Experience and Scenic Integrity on the
Chapter 2
Page 84
CDNST
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “19 b. To the maximum extent possible, alternate route(s) or
detours will be used during project implementation to allow continued trail use and to mitigate
scenery management impacts during logging operations. 20. Continental Divide National Scenic Trail
or alternate route or detour locations will be clearly signed and marked before, during, and after
harvest activities to aid with implementing these measures:….”
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Issue: The effects of the proposed action substantial interfere with the nature and purposes of the
CDNST. As such, the National Trails System Act restricts those activities within the CDNST corridor. In
addition, distance zones are not consistent with those described by the Scenery Management System.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: Excise all timber and vegetation management actions within
the CDNST corridor from the EIS and instead prepare a site-specific CDNST management plan for the
area following appropriate non-HFRA processes (36 CFR 220 and FSM 2353.44b).
L. Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study
Chapter 2
Page 87
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “During project scoping, one commenter directly suggested an
alternative that did not include vegetation treatments within ½ mile of the Continental Divide
National Scenic Trail. The district ranger considered this proposal but determined it would not meet
the purpose and need of the North Savery Project. Eliminating treatment in this area would eliminate
an opportunity to reduce the amount of downed trees on the trail and to improve the safety by
removing standing dead trees along the trail. It would also eliminate the opportunity to promote
regeneration in areas affected by the mountain pine beetle, where standing dead trees are shading
the understory and fallen dead trees are inhibiting regeneration and obstructing access for
management. Alternatives considered in detail should be consistent with the Forest Plan as well as
meet the project purpose and need, so this alternative was not carried forward for detailed analysis.
The option to defer treatment in salvage units adjacent to the trail is available to the deciding official
by selecting the no-action alternative for those units.”
Issue: The National Trails System Act restricts vegetation management within the CDNST rights-ofway/corridor. As such, HFRA limitations are not applicable to the CDNST. The effects of the proposed
action brings the CDNST into the scope of the project where reasonable alternatives must be
considered in detail.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: After reviewing the DEIS, I support the notion that this project
not include vegetation treatments within ½ mile of the CDNST route. However, a CDNST unit plan
(FSM 2353.44b) needs to be developed ASAP to address the appropriate management of the CDNST
corridor.
M. Comparison of Alternatives
Chapter 2
Page 91
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “Tree removal along the trail would improve navigation and
safety. Managed areas along the trail would be unlikely to meet scenic integrity objectives of high to
very high for 3 to 5 years after harvest. Scenic integrity would improve over time as understory
vegetation obscured the evidence of timber salvage.”
Issue: Due to the extent of the project, scenic integrity degradation for 3 to 5 years would be a
substantial interference with the nature and purposes of the CDNST.
N. Direct and Indirect Effects – No Action
Chapter 3
Page 106
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “Annual trail maintenance would continue to treat portions of
the trail one time during the season. Dead trees would fall after that clearing. In some years, trail
navigation would be very tedious for hikers along many timbered stretches and riders would have a
difficult time navigating some portions of the trail. Hikers and horseback riders would continue to
have to navigate along the trail with tangles of downed trees from more than 15 years of mountain
pine beetle Mortality in the lodgepole pine along the trail averages 80 to 90 percent and the trail is
littered with trees blown over by wind.”
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Issue: The HFRA project EIS is not the last chance to develop meaningful site-specific management
direction for the CDNST. No action would allow for the proposal to be developed that clearly provides
for the nature and purposes of the CDNST. Regarding trail maintenance, other processes dictate the
level of trail maintenance, including fire program costs, CMTL allocations to non-trail clearing
programs, and regional budget allocation models.
O. Direct and Indirect Effects – Modified Proposed Action
Chapter 3
Page 106
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “These actions could also have significant, short-term impact on
meeting scenic integrity objectives along affected portions of the trail. Where possible, natural
features and topography would be used to screen areas of salvage and thinning from the trail, and
characteristics of the trail corridor would meet the scenic integrity objectives of low and moderate.
Specific design criteria for protection of the trail and the recreation experience are described in
Chapter 2. For the first 3 to 5 years after harvest, the managed areas along the trail would be unlikely
to meet scenic integrity objectives of high to very high. Impacts would decrease over time as sun and
moisture allow regrowth of grasses and forbs, trees, and shrubs. The remainder of the proposed
harvest treatments are located in roaded natural and roaded modified recreation opportunity
spectrum classes. These classes allow visual impacts from the treatments. The majority of the
proposed units in these two classes are not close to the trail and would have little if any negative
impacts to it.”
Issue: The actions substantial interfere with the nature and purposes of the CDNST. Visuals is
addressed, but the analysis fails to recognize that the 2003 Forest Plan allocation fail to protect
CDNST values. The Plan needs to be amended or revised using in part the ROS system in the planning
of the CDNST corridor. ROS settings that are consistent with protecting trail values include Primitive
and Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized settings.
P. Cumulative Effects of the Modified Proposed Action
Chapter 3
Page 13
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “Road construction and timber harvest on forested private
lands, energy projects, and developments on residential lands, and limited mining and grazing
activities will continue to occur. Fires originating on private lands will continue to present a significant
threat to the project area. These impacts would create a more managed environment for throughhikers or visitors using segments of the trail at the north end of the Medicine Bow National Forest.
The Continental Divide National Scenic Trail corridor through the North Savery project area would
offer a respite from other portions of the trail still clogged with downfall. The user experience would
be challenging, but hazards from overhead trees and circumnavigating downfall would be reduced for
a more satisfying experience in this area.”
Issue: Cumulative impacts should also describe the continued unmitigated Off Highway Vehicle use
of the CDNST route/path. In addition, user experience must be described using ROS terminology with
limited discussion of the need for better trail maintenance.
Q. Forest Plan Consistency – Modified Proposed Action
Chapter 3
Page 148
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “No Forest Plan amendment would be required to ensure project
consistency with Forest Plan direction for management of recreation or scenic resources. Design
criteria described in Chapter 2 were developed to address potential negative effects to the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail.”
Issue: This statement may be true; however, the Forest Plan is inconsistent with the requirements of
the National Trails System Act as implemented through Executive Order 13195, the CDNST
Comprehensive Plan, and Policy.
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R. Environment Consequences – CDNST - ROS
Chapter 3
Page 162
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “Land management agencies are to use the recreation opportunity
spectrum system in delineating and integrating recreation opportunities in managing the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail. Where possible, it is best to locate the Continental Divide National
Scenic Trail in primitive or semi-primitive nonmotorized recreation opportunity spectrum classes;
provided the trail may have to traverse intermittently through more developed recreation opportunity
spectrum classes to provide for continuous travel between the Canada and Mexico borders. In the
North Savery area, the trail traverses more developed recreation opportunity spectrum classes based on
its location near the divide.”
Issue: The CDNST route and corridor when located on National Forest System lands does not
normally have to traverse intermittently through more developed recreation opportunity spectrum
classes. When drafting this language, these words were chosen carefully to address private lands,
highway easements, and limited NFS lands arterial transportation needs.
Recommendation to Improve the EIS: The CDNST corridor within the North Savery project area
should be managed for a Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized setting. Restoration activities should occur to
address the ROS setting inconsistencies that resulted from past management activities.
S. Environment Consequences – CDNST - Downfall
Chapter 3
Page 161
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “The existing condition along the Continental Divide National
Scenic Trail in the proposed North Savery project area has 80 to 90 percent mountain pine beetle-killed
standing and falling dead lodgepole pine trees. If there is funding, trail maintenance only allows cutting
out logs or downed trees across the trail. After that one-time maintenance occurs, trees continue to fall
and hamper use of the trail. Forest Service personnel have contacted hikers along National Forest
System Road 801. The hikers are off the trail due to heavy downfall or unpassable segments along the
trail. The concern of those hikers is not scenery, it is how to use the trail. Management of dead scenery
is not addressed in the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail Comprehensive Plan, but safe travel is.
The North Savery Project would promote safe travel over the long and short term and improved
scenery over the long term. There would be short-term negative impacts to scenery with the proposed
design criteria implemented in activity areas along the trail corridor.”
Issue: The rationale presented for managing CDNST corridor for Roaded Modified or Rural class
conditions is inconsistent with ROS planning principles and the requirement of 40 CFR 1502.24.
T. Environment Consequences – CDNST - Timber
Chapter 3
Page 161 - 162
DEIS Statement: The DEIS describes, “All of the proposed timber treatments along the Continental
Divide National Scenic Trail in the North Savery project are located in 5.13 Forest Products
management areas. The Continental Divide National Scenic Trail is a concern level 1 travel route, and
the scenic integrity objective is high or very high depending on the Continental Divide National Scenic
Trail segment. Of the segments that run through the North Savery project area, approximately 2.1 miles
is in semi-primitive motorized with the remaining in either roaded natural or roaded modified.
Forestwide standards and guidelines for dispersed recreation have recreation opportunity spectrum
guidelines. Forestwide recreation opportunity spectrum has one standard; to conduct managed activities
to comply with the requirements of the adopted recreation opportunity spectrum class and the scenic
integrity objective in the management area prescription. Management Area 5.13 Forest Products has
the guideline for recreation to manage for a year-round recreation opportunity spectrum class of rural,
roaded natural, semi-primitive motorized or, semi-primitive nonmotorized, as mapped. The guideline
for scenery is to meet or exceed the scenic integrity objective of low.”
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Issue: The 2003 Forest Plan direction is inconsistent the with the requirements of the National Trails
System Act as implemented through Executive Order, the CDNST Comprehensive Plan, and Policy.
U. Recommendations to Improve the Planning of the Project
Area
Issue: The 2003 Forest Plan prescriptions are inconsistent with the National Trails System Act. The
HFRA is not applicable to the CDNST management corridor since vegetation management is restricted
by legislation. In addition, substantial timber and vegetation management actions within the describe
CDNST corridor should only be considered after a CDNST corridor plan is approved (FSM 2353.44b).
The Modified Proposed Action would substantially interfere with the nature and purposes of the
CDNST. The NTSA, section 7(c), describes that, “National scenic or national historic trails may contain
campsites, shelters, and related-public-use facilities. Other uses along the trail, which will not
substantially interfere with the nature and purposes of the trail, may be permitted by the Secretary
charged with the administration of the trail.”
Planning Recommendations to Improve the Management of the CDNST:





Recognize that HFRA processes are not applicable to NFS lands within the CDNST corridor.
No Action should be selected as related to the proposed timber and vegetation management
actions that are within the extent of the CDNST corridor as depicted in Appendix A.
Close and reclaim unauthorized travel routes and ensure that motor vehicle use is consistent
with the CDNST Comprehensive Plan direction.
Amend or Revise the Forest Plan to address the requirements of the National Trails System
Act is implemented through Executive Order 13195, the CDNST Comprehensive Plan, and
National Trail FSM and FSH requirements. In the interim, only implement projects of limited
scope to address deadfall on the CDNST route/path.

Thank you for considering these comments.
Greg Warren
NSTrail.org
Attachment – CDNST Planning Handbook
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Appendix A – CDNST Management Corridor
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